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Signs Your Device May Have
Been Compromised
The COVID-19 pandemic
has caused many companies to shift from working
in a shared office to working remotely almost overnight. Although some were
prepared for the transition, many were not. With
the urgency to stay safe
and try to stop the community spread of the coronavirus by staying home,
many workers had to leave
their offices in a rush, not
realizing it would be
several weeks or months
before they were able to
return and took susceptible hardware home to help
continue their daily
responsibilities.
Cybercriminals have used this pandemic to their advantage and there has been a major
uptick in attempted attacks against remote devices. Cybercriminals and hackers continue to use their common tactics such as default passwords, revisiting unpatched vulnerabilities, scanning for open ports and services and installing backdoors. One major vulnerability are smartphones which have become a critical part of every work environment.
Hackers have been able to expose many flaws and vulnerabilities in the smart devices
being used to complete everyday business tasks.
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Both laptops and smartphones are susceptible to hacks and although manufactures and security firms are trying hard to
find the flaws before the cybercriminals do, unfortunately, hackers continue to work overtime to ensure they can take advantage of the loopholes before programmers find them. During these uncertain times, remote workers need to remain
vigilant and pay attention to signs that their device may have been compromised.
You may have been compromised if you notice:
· Slower performance on your devices
· Increased pop ups
· Increased network activity
· More spam emails getting blocked
· You start receiving emails from unknown senders
· Unknown text messages being sent to contacts
· Your battery drains faster
· Websites fail to upload or have poor quality
· Apps begin to crash
· You are unable to make or receive calls or calls are dropping
· Apps suddenly are installed or uninstalled
· Apps suddenly open by themselves
Protect your data and your device by following these tips:
· Download the latest and official patches
· Install a multi layered protection system
· Use a virtual private network (VPN) when connecting to your company’s’ network
· Avoid public or unsecured networks
· Use a strong passcode to lock all devices. Don’t use common words, birthdays or any personal information
· Turnoff geotagging. Many phones are set to embed location tags as a default. Make sure that feature is turned off.
· Don’t keep your Bluetooth connection on. Hackers can access your connection if they are in range. Any unknown requests through a Bluetooth connection should ALWAYS be ignored or declined
· Always switch off a wireless connection when it’s not in use. This will ensure that malicious parties can’t connect to your
device without your knowledge
· Only download mobile applications from authorized application stores like the Apple App Store or the Android Market.
· Keep security software current by having the latest version of OS and apps on devices
· Check all devices connected to your router
· Don't respond to fraudulent texting, calls or voicemails
During this pandemic, the last thing anyone one needs is to have their device compromised. Unfortunately, cyberattacks will
continue to increase; hackers are constantly looking for any chance to steal and misuse data. Taking precautionary
measures can help protect your devices and all the data they contain.

Sources:
http://techlife.samsung.com/keep-smartphone-being-hacked-1067.html
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2488450/mobile-security/how-to-keep-your-smartphone--and-its-data-secure.html
https://www.digitalunite.com/technology-guides/smartphones-tablets/smartphones/10-top-tips-smartphonesecurity

How to Keep Your Device Clean
These studies show how easy a virus like the coronavirus can spread and why it is important to practice
good device hygiene.
First and foremost, always refer to the manufacture’s
guidelines for cleaning and disinfecting devices.
If there are no specific guidance, below are a few tips
that may help keep your device clean and in turn keep
you and those around you safe.

COVID-19 is a respiratory virus that has caused our world
to change. It has caused us to interact with each other
differently and to take more precaution than ever before.
What is top of mind for everyone is protecting themselves,
loved ones and colleagues. According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), cell phones, tablets and laptops are considered “high touch” surfaces.
The novel coronavirus may be able to live on surfaces for
hours or days. If you touch a contaminated surface then
touch your face, the virus could be transmitted to you via
your mouth, nose, or even eyes. Because we rely on our
devices to work and conduct important daily activities it is
critical to ensure those devices are kept clean.
In 2016 a study done by research firm Dscout showed
that people touch their phones about 2,617 times a day.
The study monitored 100,000 demographically diverse
users for 5 days 24 hours a day and recorded every touch
on their phones. That study was done four years ago. Undoubtedly, we have become more dependent on our devices since then. Technology has allowed us to conduct
more activities on our devices while being mobile, as a
result we probably touch our devices more. Couple that
with a study done in 2015 by a Sydney university where
they observed medical students on video and recorded
how many times, they touched their faces. The study observed 26 students and found that each of them touched
their face on average 23 times per hour. Of those facial
contacts 44% of them made contact with their eyes, nose
and mouth which are entry points for most viruses into
the body.

Þ Before cleaning your device, it is always best to
turn it completely off and have the device unplugged.
Þ For cell phones, tablets, touch screens, remote
controls, and keyboards, remove visible contamination if present.
Þ Use an alcohol-based wipe or spray containing at
least 70% alcohol and be sure to dry surface thoroughly to avoid liquid pooling. If you have an Apple
device, it is recommended to use a 70 percent
isopropyl alcohol wipe or Clorox Disinfecting
Wipes to gently wipe the hard, nonporous surfaces of your device, such as the display, keyboard,
or other exterior surfaces.
Þ Ensure moisture doesn’t seep into any openings.
Þ Consider use of wipeable covers for electronics.
Þ Refrain from using compressed air.
Þ Do not use abrasive cloths, towels, paper towels,
or similar items.
Þ Do not use window cleaners, household cleaners,
aerosol sprays, bleaches, solvents, ammonia, vinegar, hand sanitizer or other abrasives.
Þ Do not spray cleaners directly onto your phone, or
other electronic devices. Spray the cleaning agent
on a soft, lint-free cloth when wiping devices.
Þ Do not submerge your phone in cleaning agents.
Disinfecting our devices is NOT a replacement for
washing our hands. Keep in mind that cleaning our
gadgets will provide an extra layer of protection, but
washing our hands more frequently with soap and
water for 20 seconds is still one of the best ways to
protect ourselves from COVID-19, other viruses and
bacteria.
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